The experimental rates of predissociation of vibrational levels of the 'B1 (KL=O) excited states of the Cd * HZ and Cd * D2 complexes are shown to be consistent with both semiclassical and quantum-mechanical pseudodiatomic theoretical treatments of the process. The 'B, pseudodiatomic potential was constructed by fitting an analytical function to the experimentally estimated Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) inner and outer turning points. The potential of the repulsive 3A1 state was estimated by fitting an exponential function to the ab initio points of Boatz, Gutowski, and Simons, then adjusting the exponential parameter slightly to maximize overall agreement with the observed Cd * H2 and Cd * D, predissociation lifetimes. The best-fit repulsive curves for both the semiclassical and quantum-mechanism calculations result in slightly "outer-wall" 1B1/3A1 crossings at only 84 and 76 cm-', respectively, above the 'B, potential minimum. The 'BJ3A1 coupling matrix elements derived from both treatments were -150-160 cm-', much smaller than the 404 cm-' expected if the spin-orbit interaction were unchanged from that of the asymptotic Cd(5s5p) states. It is suggested that the apparent reduction in the coupling strength could be due to the marked change in the nature of the Cd 5pa orbital due to the strong repulsive interaction with H, in the 3A1 state and to the neglect of the anisotropy of the 'BJ3A, triatomic potential surface crossing.
INTRODUCTION
We have recently reported' spectra of the Cd * H2 and Cd. Dz van der Waals complexes just to the red of the Cd (5s5p 'P1 c 5~5s 'Sc) atomic transition. The Cd . H, and Cd. D2 complexes were synthesized by expanding cadmium vapor and He/H2 mixtures into a supersonic free jet. A probe dye laser pulse delayed -10 ns was tuned to the Cd (5~6s 3S1 c 5s5p 3P2> transition while the Cd * H, complex was excited with the frequency-doubled output of a pump dye laser pulse. The "action" (predissociation) spectrum obtained was a broad continuum to the red of the atomic line, superimposed upon which was an anharmonic series of vibrational transitions with discernible, blueshaded rotational structure. A similar spectrum was recorded for Cd * D,, except that only very broadened blueshaded rotational structure could be observed. From the isotopic bandhead splittings, computer simulations of the Cd. Hz rotational band structures, and ab initio calculations of the Cd * H, potential surfaces by Simons and Gutowski,213 we have assigned the vibrational resonance to the ('B,;Ki=O) c ('A,$," = 1) perpendicular transition of C2, ortho Cd . Hz (para Cd -D,) . The Cd * Hz ( 3A1 ) state, which correlates with Cd (5~5~ 3P2) $-Hz, is the strongly repulsive state which predissociates Cd * Hz ( 'B,; K+O) .
From our rough Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) estimate (0,~ 1700 cm-', r,z2.5 A) of the pseudodiatomic Cd-H, ( 'B1 ) potential curve' (the H-H distance was assumed to vary little, consistent with the ab initio calculations), and the ab initio estimate' of the 3A1 potential curve (adjusted to the correct asymptotic experimental energy of Cd( 5s5p3P2) +H2), the 3A1 and 'B, potential surfaces appear to cross near the minimum in the Cd * H, ( 'B, ) potential surface. This is, of course, consistent with the fact that all of the observed (Franck-Condon accessible) upper-state vibrational levels [u'=4, 5, and 6 for Cd * Hz ('B,) and u '=6, 7, 8, and 9 for Cd*D, ( 'B,) ] are strongly predissociated. ' One particularly intriguing aspect of the results, however, was that the Lorentzian linewidths which gave the best fits of the rotational structure of the Cd * Hz (4,0), (5,0), and (6,0) bands were 3.0, 1.5, and 1.0 cm-', respectively, indicating that the predissociation rate is decreasing as the vibrational quantum number is increasing, at least in the Franck-Condon accessible region of the Cd * Hz ( ' B, ) potential surface. ' Furthermore, although the Cd * D2 rotational band structure was less accurately determined due to the expense of D2 consumption in the continuous free-jet expansion, it appears (even allowing for the greater number of rotational transitions per spectral frequency interval for Cd * D2 versus Cd * Hz) that the effective linewidths for the Cd * D, bands are all greater than those for the nearest Cd * Hz bands.
It was tentatively suggested that if the Cd. H2('BI) stretching vibrational motion is "pseudodiatomic" for a 'B,/3A1 surface crossing, which is near the minimum of the 'B, potential "curve" or slightly "outerlimb" (c' or c+ case predissociation, respectively, in the Mulliken notation),4 the observed predissociation rates would be quite reasonable. In such cases, as u' increases above the crossing point, the predissociation rate generally decreases but has oscillatory character due to the differences in slope (and thus in Franck-Condon overlap) of the repulsive curve and the inner limb of the bound potential curve. The oscillations with U' depend sensitively on the reduced mass (more oscillatory with higher reduced mass) and either hydride or deuteride eigenstates can have a much greater predissociation linewidth at the same energy, depending on the region of the potential-energy curve of the molecule which is accessed. An example is the spin-orbit induced predissociation of OH(A 'X+) by a repulsive OH(411,,2) state,5 where for the same energy region of the potential curve, the v' = 7, 8, and 9 states of OH(A '2+) predissociate rather slowly while the u'= 10, 11, and 12 state of OD(A '2+) predissociate rapidly.
We show here, by semiclassical and quantum mechanical calculations, that for a Cd * H,( 3A1> repulsive curve only slightly different from the ab initio curve and a reasonable fit of the experimental RKR estimate of the Cd * H, (' B,) potential curve, the observed Cd. H,( lBI,~') and Cd * D, ( ' Bl,v' ) predissociation lifetimes can be semiquantitatively rationalized.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mixing of bound $t,+, and continuum $2,E states can be described by an interaction matrix element (neglecting rotation) of ~12=b,bIW2,~L (1) where the continuum functions are energy normalized rather than space normalized since they are infinitely extended.6 If the electronic part of the matrix element VI2 is assumed to be independent of the internuclear distance, R, then VI2 can be factored into two parts:
where & are electronic wave functions (r represents the electronic coordinates) and xV(R) and 3 E(R) are nuclear wave functions. Thus (xV( R) I xn( R) ) is a differential Franck-Condon factor with dimensions E-' because xE(R) is energy normalized.6 Although in practice the electronic matrix element will often vary with R, the effective integration distance is only near the point R, where the two curves cross, making Eq. (3) a reasonable approximation. The linewidth of a rovibrational transition will thus be6 r,=25-1 V1212=27melZl (XVIXE) 12.
Note that the Franck-Condon factor I (xUIxE) I ' can vary rapidly and in an oscillatory manner with energy E (and thus vibrational quantum number u), especially for Mulliken type ci or cf predissociations. Following Child,' an analytical linewidth expression can be obtained using the Jeffreys, Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillouin (JWKB) semiclassical functions for xU and xE and a quadratic expansion of the phase factors about the crossing point R,, then evaluating the resulting integral by the stationary phase approximation to give r,=C~w,(E,-E,)-"'sin'(~,+?r/4),
where c=~w"21~212 #i&F --;(5a) and BF=F~-F~, dVj where Fj=z R, I
(5b) x where E, and E, are the energies of the bound vibrational eigenstate and the potential curve crossing, respectively, and p is the reduced mass. The phase integral, $,, is given by
where b, is the outer turning point on the bound potential, VI, a2 is the inner turning point on the dissociative potential, V2, and kj, and 0, are defined as
For energies near (or below) the crossing point, where the overlap between the curve crossing and the classical turning point regions invalidates the semiclassical JWKB forms of the wave functions, an alternative expression is given by5
where Ai is the Airy function, and vu= (;$")2 '3. (64 Assuming a linear divergence between the potential curves near the crossing point, the phase integral reduces to (6b) where (6~) With this approximation, Eq. (6) reduces to r =& C(fl)-1/2Ai2 -" "
In the asymptotic limit, where
Eq. (7) reduces to Eq. (5 ).
The interpretation and analysis of predissociation linewidths is based on Eqs. (5) and (7).5S6 If there is enough data available, the maximum linewidth is assumed to correspond to the first Airy function maximum (which occurs at an energy defined to be E,,,) and this is used to get an initial estimate for E,. An estimate for the constant C is obtained by taking the second maximum in the line-J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 98, No. 3, 1 February 1993 width pattern far away from the crossing point to be the sinusoidal maximum (at E,), giving C2-&E"-E,) '/". " This value of C is used to refine the estimate of E, and to obtain E* from Eq. (7) and Em,,--E,=Ey 1.019)
( -1.019 is the value of the argument which gives the first maximum of the Airy function). Finally, the best smooth function d(E) against (E,-Ex)3'2 is fit to the linewidth data [Eq. 6(b)].
Using such a direct procedure in the Cd * H2 or Cd * D, cases is not possible, however, since the lYu information is too limited and not sufficiently accurate.' However, we can assume the Cd * H, (3A 1) ab initio curve as an initial trial curve, then adjust it to get satisfactory agreement with the experimental ru values (or the experimental lower limits in the Cd. D, case).
Shown in Fig. l(a) is the RKR Cd * H, ('B,) curve' and a best-fit curve of the functional form
where the best-fit values are De= 1754 cm-', R,=2.467 A, a= 1.415 A-', and T,( 'B1) =41966 cm-' (the 'Bt minimum). (Note that the slight nonphysical turnover in the innerwall RKR curve at high u is due to the inaccuracies in the vibrational and rotational polynomials used to construct the curve in the RKR procedure. This is not uncommon when spectroscopic information is limited, which is certainly the case for these sparse and highly predissociated spectra.') Also shown in Fig. 1 is the ab initio Cd * H2 ( 3A1> curve, fit to the equation
where A=439 915 cm-', p=1.4905 A-', and TJ3A1> =31 828 cm-' [the Cd( 5s5p 3P2~5s5s 'So) atomic asymptote]. The two-parameter exponential fit of the ab initio results is quite reasonable, especially near the crossing point at -42 000 cm-', as shown in Fig. 1 (b) .
The relative level widths, l?", calculated for this ab initio potential by a direct bound-free Franck-Condon program unfortunately do not agree at all with the measured values. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that the 3A1 curve crosses the 'Bt curve near its minimum at Rz2.46 A. We therefore assume that the maximum level width, I',,, will occur for u=O, and that the value of E which maximizes the Airy function in Eq. (7) will be given by %,= E@ To further limit the repulsive 3A1 curves under consideration, E* was varied in Eq. (9) from 5 1 to 238 cm-' in increments of 1 cm-', which had the effect of varying the energy of the crossing point, E, (from 1 to 190 cm-' above the minimum of the 'B, curve), since Em,, was held fixed. The best overall fits were obtained with the energy of the secondary maximum near the energy of the v=3 level, E3, so the secondary maximum was constrained to this value. The scaling constant, C, which scales all of the linewidths l?", was then adjusted for each trial value of lP (and E,) by comparison with the measured linewidths. The calculated relative linewidths are very sensitive to the value of P and change drastically with small changes in P. The best values of P (and as a result E,) were found to be E*=155 cm-' (and E,=84 cm-' above the minimum of the 'B, state).
The next step in this procedure was to vary the value of fi in the description of the 3A1 potential [Eq.
( 1 1 )] until values of P and E, similar to these were obtained. Holding A and TJ3A1) fixed, this resulted in a value of fi= 1.445 A-', giving the 3A1 potential shown in Fig. 2 . This potential gave @=I46 cm-' and E,=84 cm-', in close correspondence with the values estimated in the previous paragraph. This potential was used to calculate linewidths for both Cd * H2 and Cd * D, using the semiclassical method [Eq. (5)]. The results are compared to experiment in Table I , where they are listed under rsemiclassicaP It can be seen that the agreement with experiment is quite reasonable.
Finally, we also directly calculated the bound-free differential Franck-Condon factors, (xu I,& 2, using a computer program for integration of the radial Schrodinger equation for nuclear motion.' By trial and error variation of /3 in Eq. ( 11) between the values of 1.55 A-' (an innerwall crossing) and 1.43 A-' (an outer-wall crossing -150 cm-' above the ' B1 minimum), the best fit I-'" values resulted for p= 1.449 A-' (E,=76 cm-' above the 'B1 minimum, outer-wall crossing). The calculated values of I '", shown in Table I , are in reasonable agreement with the semiclassical values and the experimental estimates. Shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are plots of I'" calculated from the semiclassical treatment and the quantum-mechanical calculation of the differential Franck-Condon factors, respectively.
In both treatments, the best-fit values of l?" shown in Table I result in estimates of q2, the electronic interaction matrix element, via Eq. (4) for the quantum-mechanical calculations and Eq. (5a) for the semiclassical treatment.
The two values, q2= 160 cm-' (quantum) and 150 cm-' (semiclassical) are in good agreement and are of the same order of magnitude (but are smaller than) the value of ('B, IIT,,, 1 3A1> =404 cm-', calculated assuming that the spin-orbit interaction is unchanged from the Cd (5~5~ 3PJ) asymptotic atomic states according to ('B,I&,.13A 
where c= 1142 cm-' is the spin-orbit parameter for the Cd( 5~5~) asymptotic states. [See the Appendix for a derivation of Eq. ( 12) .] (It should be noted that the G2 value derived from the semiclassical treatment was relatively insensitive to E,, varying by 15 cm-' at most.) It is interesting to speculate on why the estimated q2 value is 2-3 times less than that estimated from the spinorbit coupling parameter for the free Cd atom states. There are certainly examples' of spin-orbit induced predissociations of diatomic molecules for which the experimentally derived interaction matrix element is less than that calculated from the asymptotic atomic spin-orbit value. In such cases, the reduction usually originates from two possible sources: (i) Variation of a specific open-shell molecular Calculated using the semiclassical rate expression, Eq. (5), using the bound-state potential given by Eq. (10) orbital with internuclear separation R or (ii) variation of the dominant electronic configuration with R. The electronic character of the Cd * H, ( 'B, ) state is somewhat unusual, as has been discussed elsewhere.' Ab initio calculations2,3 of the Cd * H2( 'B,) state indicate a very flat potential as a function of the Cd-H2 center-ofmass distance R in to quite small values of R ( -2.2 h;), where repulsion finally sets in. This is in contrast to the analogous "nonbonding" Cd . Ne ( 'Il I ) state9 (Ne has a polarizability and hard-sphere diameter similar to H,), where R,=3.61 A, De=89 cm-' (as opposed to 1754 cm-' for Cd * H,), and repulsion sets in strongly at R ~3.2 A. Similar results have been obtained from ab initio calculations of the analogous Zn * H2 ( 'B, ) and Hg * H2 ( 'B, ) states.10-'2 We have suggested' that the filled bonding orbital on II2 may have weak, chemical a-donor character with respect to the half-filled 5s orbital on the Cd atom, leading to the flat potential observed down to such small distances R. If so, the donation of some electron density into the Cd( 5s) orbital should cause the Cd( 5~7) orbital to expand and become more diffuse, reducing the spin-orbit coupling constant, g.
Unfortunately, a careful examination3 of the Cd * H, ab initio results reveals no large change in either the mo- lecular orbitals or the dominant configurations from those of the asymptotic limit for the ' B1 state of Cd -H2 when R is decreased to the 'BJ3Al crossing region. Although the multiconfiguration self-consistent field configuration interaction results cannot account for the attractive dispersion interaction, it seems unlikely that such effects would lower the spin-orbit interaction by a factor of 2 or 3. The new ab initio results3 would also seem to imply that the "flat" nature of the 'B, curves may have to do more with the fact that the cigar-shaped H2 molecule is centered in the nodal plane of the metal atom p orbital and therefore can approach closer than can the spherical Ne atom before repulsion sets in. However, in the 1BI/3AA crossing region, the ab initio calculations do show interesting changes in the Cd . H2(3A1) state. Although the dominant configuration does not change substantially, the Cd( 5s) and Cd( 5pa) orbitals tend to mix (allowing sp hybridization away from the incoming H,) and to expand, presumably to minimize the strong Hz(a)-Cd (5pa) repulsion as the H2 approaches. This should not be surprising, since the crossing point lies about 1.5 eV above the asymptotic energy of the 3Al state, and some electronic adjustment must be expected in such a repulsive region. The expansion of the 5pa orbital will tend to reduce the effective spin-orbit matrix element, as observed in our calculations.
DemetroDolous and Lawlev13 have observed a similar effect in ab initio calculations of the analogous 'Zr excited state of the Mg * He complex. At the crossing point of the Mg(3s3p 'I',) *fie ('II,) state with' the repulsive Mg(3s3p 3P2) *'He(3Xt) state, the 'Zt state showed unusual behavior. The 3pa orbital was expanded substantially and the dipole moment of the 38f state even changed sign in this region due to the substantial electronic charge redistribution occurring around the Mg atom. Calculation of the spin-orbit interaction matrix element at the '111/38, crossing indicated a reduction of about 15% from the asymptotic Mg( 3~3~) value.13 The Cd * H2 (3Al) state appears to be more strongly repulsive than the Mg * He ('IZ;;' ) state, which could lead to an even greater reduction in the spin-orbit matrix element, but it seems unlikely that the reduction would be as great as we observe from our pseudodiatomic calculations.
We are also completely ignoring the potential surface anisotropy in the ' Bl and 'AA, states of Cd * Hz (Cd -D2), however, and this could affect the fit of the data and thus the apparent value of the interaction matrix element as well. For example, ab initio calculations of A.. Bernier on the analogous Hg * H, potential surfaces" show that as the Hg-H2 complex deviates from C,, symmetry by rotation of the H2 subunit, the 'Al repulsive curve drops sharply in energy while the 'B, surface initially rises in energy quite -qp l -. slowly. No progressions or transitions in the spectra were observed' which could be ascribed to excited Cd * H, ( 'B, ) bending vibrations, but for an angularly flat potential, even zero-point "floppy-molecule" motion could sample fairly wide Cd * H2 angles. At these larger angles, the 3A1 state (Bi,A" component) will be far below the 'B, (A") state, there will be no curve crossing, and the predissociation rate will drop to nearly zero. The net effect will be to reduce the predissociation efficiency from that expected in the pseudodiatomic model, leading to a spin-orbit interaction which is apparently lower than expected. Since the Cd-D, zero-point bending motion would be less floppy, the predissociation rates for Cd * D, would be even higher than predicted for the Cd-H2 best-fit values, consistent with experimental results (see Table I ). Very high level ab initio potential surfaces and accurate three-dimensional quantum-mechanical dynamics calculations would be required to confirm these suggestions.
Finally, another possibility is that our simple treatment assumes the near-diabatic limit of potential curve crossings, while given the large magnitude of the interaction matrix element, this case may be a more complicated situation of intermediate coupling strength. 14*15
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APPENDIX:
SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING OF 'B, WITH 34m) Taking the Cd * H, molecule in C,, symmetry, with z defined as the Cz axis, and y defined as perpendicular to the molecular plane, and considering only the two valence electrons of Cd, we may write the electronic wave functions of the 'B, and 3A1 states as 13~1(B*))=I(1/JZ)EPZ(l)s(2)--s(l)p,(2)l(1/JZ) XEa(l)a(2)+B (1)8(2) where the three components of the 3A1 state have been separated into the B,, B,, and A2 components which arise in the C,, double group.
The spin-orbit Hamiltonian is given by 2'O.z C&iii* li= C ~i[i=~,i+t(i~~~~++ii-~~)], (A2) 1 i where the sum runs over all electrons.4 Matrix elements of I?. ' . between the states given in Eq. (Al) will be zero unless the symmetry designation in the double group is preserved, making (I B, (B,) I&-'. I 3A1 ( B,) ) the only nonzero coupling matrix element. Converting px, p,,, and pr into the corresponding combina$ons of p+ t, po, and p-1, and evaluating the effects of the I, .$, i*, and s^* operators on the 3A1 (B,) state then gives = ( @4) bp, where [sP may be derived as 3 of the energy difference between the Ss'5pl 3P2 and 5~15~' 3Po states, giving L& =1142 cm-' and ('Bl(B,)II?~o~13A1(B1))=404 cm-'.
